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Concept
- need 2 velocity components
  for accurate wind speed/direction measurement.
- aerosol backscatter data
  enable to “visualize” underlying wind field.
- motion estimation algorithms
  extract the apparent motion from such data.
- wavelet-based optical flow
  gives access to smaller motion scales
  and overall better accuracy
  than the more usual cross-correlation. 
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A. Context (Chico, CA 2013 experiment)
- the Raman-shifted Eye-safe Aerosol backscatter Lidar (REAL)

collects scans of aerosol backscatter intensity

- up to 5km range

- programmable speed, typically 8-18 s/scan

- for more details on the REAL

and/or the Chico Experiment, see 

poster A13G-0310 by S. Mayor.

for each consecutive scan pair, 2-component 2D velocity field

- aerosol backscatter acts as a passive tracer

- the apparent displacement of aerosol features in the sequence of scans allows us to retrieve

the underlying wind field, using motion estimation algorithms such as optical flow or cross-correlations [1].

see poster A13G-0311 by M. Hamada

B. Wavelet-Based Optical Flow (Typhoon software)
- a computer vision method (videocompression, tracking, navigation, ...)

returning a dense motion field (1 vector/pixel)
- based here on the Displaced Frame Difference model,

which minimizes some “distance” (L2-norm) between first Scan    
and the second Scan, unwrapped.

- all vectors estimated simultaneously,
representing ~0.5 - 1 M unknowns.

- GPU-accelerated (NVIDIA CUDA) for “real-time” capabilities,
currently 3-12 s/estimation depending on parameters,
compatible with real-time requirements.

displacement (defomation) field

- assumes consistency of backscatter intensity,
hence little diffusion or “small” time-steps.

- uses a wavelet representation of the motion field
to provide a multiscale framework suitable to fluid 
motion [2 ] and high-order regularization 
mechanisms [ 3]

- 2 versions: polar or cartesian coordinate system.
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- same resolution as input data
- due to polar grid, spacing not constant along 

angular direction in the far range
- sensitive to large apparent displacements

(high wind velocities)
- less stable than cartesian version, since the code 

is not completely cast in polar coordinates
- successfull when good data quality
- world premiere?

- generally faster than polar version (smaller grid)
- leads to loss of resolution in very near range 

where signal quality is the best, and extrapolation 
in far-range where data is of lesser quality.
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polar coordinates

250 m

C. Results (Cartesian grid)

change in wind direction
missed by cross-correlations (top), 
well-retrieved by optical flow (bottom)

small (temporal) scale variations
smoothed-out by cross-correlation (top),

better agreement for optical flow (bottom)

Spatial visualization reveals a 500 m wide vortex,
completely averaged-out by cross-correlation (top),
recovered by optical flow (bottom). 
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